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Dear Morgan Owners,
What a rally! June 26th, the rally sponsored by Jim & Lovetta Henry has to rank
among the great ones ever to occur in our club. For many who have lived in the
Portland/Willamette Valley their entire lives, the course covered miles of paved
but otherwise unknown highways between Oregon City and Salem. Taking between 2
and b hours to complete, we ended up near Silverton at a resort type ranch owned
by Jim Henry's mother and dad. A picnic barbeque awaited the finishers and this
put the final touches on a well organized and planned event.
The course was difficult, but not impossible and only included one KxCH 22 (a TV
station) which everyone missed. Of course an event like this one did have winners.
The five () Morgans there all came close. In fact, some came closer than others,
but the overall winner was Linda Nelson & Co. driving the family Volvo. Ahh, the
bitter sweet taste of victory. Congratulations to all and a big well done to Linda
and to the Henry's.
In case you weren't at the last meeting, but will be at the All British Field Meet
Labor Day Weekend, you will need to include your Morgan' s photograph for the program.
The picture must be sent by July 15. See the pamphlet included.
Bob Hauge may be selling his car. Asking price?? Around 15 K.
Morro Bay is going to be one of the big Morgan Events this year and of course very
special to those that will be there. It is still not too late to be at the largest
West Coast, Morgan Event. With or without a car, Morgans at Morro Bay promises to
bring those interested in Morgans into the present and future enthusiasm this rather
unusual car enjoys. See the letter from Isis enclosed. If anyone wants a copy of
the "price list" mentioned let m know.
Due to a number of activities this month in which factions of the club are participating
there won't be an event sponsored by the McHenry's as previously published.
Also due to Morro Bay, the meeting this month will be on the 4th Tuesday of the month.
Next meeting July 26, 1983, Morgan's Corner Resturant.,
All the best in July,
Dwight Smith

USA Mcen Agents
Off ceatPe3
Firra.rt Vviarf
San Ro
415/433-1344

Dear Morgan Enthusiast,
Hello again! We're sending along a new Parts List and some Morgan news.
First off - We hope to see you at the first annual National Morgan Meet,
sponsored by the Northern and Southern California Morgan Clubs - MORGANS
AT MORRO BAY - July 15-17th.
Morro Bay'is a beautiful California coastal town, midway between San Francisco
and Los Angeles, just south of Big Sur and the most spectacular coast highway
in the country.
There will be lots of Morgans from all over the West Coast. Highway 1 itself
is almost worth the trip. For more information on the activities, contact:
Bob Schmidt
(415) 363-2311 home
(415) 692-1714 work
Northern California

Lynn Bird
(714) 528-3233 home
(714) 990-7875 work
Southern California

Bob tells me the count is now over 80 cars and risinq daily, including 8
from Texas. We will have at least one new demonstrator there if you would
like to drive a new Morgan to see what you are missing.
Next news - those of you in the market for a new car - we now have 3 engine
options for the Morgan. The 4/4 is now built with the Ford Escort 1600 cc.
overhead cam (96 bhp), or the 117 bhp twin-cam Fiat (2 litre for the States).
Both the 1983 versions come with 5 speed gearboxes. Base price for either is
$20,000 with wire wheels and all leather interior.
The Plus 8 still thunders on. We have a new Westminster Green example in
stock for $24,700 with black leather interior, alloy body, reclining and folding seats, decambered front •suspension and Pirelli P6 tires.
Hope the price list is of use and looking forward to seeing you at Morro Bay.
We expect to be closed for vacation the last two weeks of June.
Best regards,

I M PORTERS OF THE MORGAN CAR

KEEPING YOUR COOL
COOLING SYSTEM CLEANING
Mild rust and scale conditions in the cooling
system can usually be corrected by using one
of a number of available chemical preparations. BE SURE TO USE A CLEANER THAT IS SAFE
WITH AflUMUNUMH Some cleaners are a One-step
type, but we have found the multi-step preparations more successful. Be sure to follow
the vendor's directions. One thing that they
usually forget to tell you on the can ist DO
NOT LE'? THE ENGINE BOILS You may need to use
an auxiliary, household type fan blowing on
the radiator. Also, double check to make sure
that all of the drains are closed when you
are finished.
Some important things to remember arei
1. If an acid-type cleaner is used, be sure
to neutralize the acid. Failure to do so
will leave acid in the system, which will
attack system components as well as destroying the protective properties of rust
inhibitors and anti-freeze.
Although
obvious, the heater control val2.
ves should be left on during the entire
cleaning processes.
3. If the system has been neglected for a
long time, the system may be literally
choked with rust and scale. This may
cause the system to boil. The boiling
action breaks loose large quantities of
scale that may plug the radiator completely - worsening the problem. This could
result in a warped head, or worse. Very
expen$ive. Better get it cleaned out.
Now that all of you have run out and cleaned
out your cooling systems, you may find that
the system has developed a few slow leaks (oz
at least seems unable to hold water). Occasionally, the cleaning may open tiny cracks
or holes that were sealed by rust and scale.
The best methode for finding leaks is with a
Pressure Tester".
CHECKING FOR EXTERNAL LEAKS
Fill the radiator to within " of the filler
neck and attach the pressure pump to the
filler neck, following the tester manufacturer's recommendations. Slowly pressurize the
system. DO NOT EXCEED 6 TO 10 POUNDS.
When the system is pressurized, watch the
gauge on the pump. If it holds steady, there
are probably no external leaks. If it drops,
and the pump has a good seal at the filler
neck, you should be able to find the leak(s).
Occasionally, a system will only leak when
hot. Remove the pump, replace the radiator
cap, and run the engine untill it is hot. Now
re-check with the pressure pump. BE CAREJLL
NOT TO GET BURNED WHEN OPENING THE CAP ON A
HOT SYSTEM. Look for dampness - this may indicate enough loss of coolant to cause some
trouble.

CHECKING FOR INTERNAL LEAKS
If no external leaks are found, check for
internal leaks. Apply 6 to 8 pounds of air
pressure. Run the engine at low speed and
watch the pressure gauge. Pressure buildup
indicates a combustion leak -- cracked head,
blown gasket, etc. DO NOT ALLOW THE PRESSURE
TO BUILD UP TO OVER 10 POUNDSII
COOLANTS
Use soft water, free of heavy lime and other
mineral concentrations. This will help prevent scale deposits which will drastically
reduce the transfer of heat from the metal to
the coolant. Hard water can also reduce the
effectiv-ness of anti-freeze and rust inhibitore. USE ANTI-FREEZE!! The correct ammount is
determined by the capacity of the cooling
system and the temprature. We use 1 gallon of
anti-freeze and the rest water. Rust inhibitore and water pump lubricant should also be
used in sufficient concentrations to provide
proper protection (follow manufacturer's recomendatlons). Anti-freeze has a useful life
of about two years, and should be changed
faithfully at that interval. Visually inspect
all hoses (including heater hoses) for signs
of deterioration. Squeeze the hoses. They
should be neither hard and brittle nor soft
and swollen. Pay special attention to the
lower radiator hose, as it is under vacuum
and, if soft, it can collapse and cut off
coolant circulation. If it is loose or cracked, it can admit air into the system. Aeration can cause rust to form faster than normal. If there is the slightest doubt about
the condition of a hose, replace it. Hosts
are much cheaper than an over-heated engine.
HIGH RUNNING TPRATUR3
If the system is clean and the car still
seems to run hot, maybe the gauge does not
read correctly. Check with a candy thermometer in the radiator,filler. Normal temperature should be around 180 F to 195 F. If it
seems to be a gauge problem,
it is probably
the sensor, or a lack of a good ground at the
radiator or gauge. If it really is hot, think
about a thicker radiator core, or an electric
fan. If the car is quite old, perhaps the old
core is just clogged beyond cleaning. If so,
it is time to recore. Use a thicker core as a
safeguard aginat future problems.

DEPARTMENT OF OBSCURE AND OFTEN
WORTHLESS INFORMATION
If you think that the world price of crude oil
at over $20 per barrel is hi, consider the following and shed a tear or two. The fabulous Spindletop
guiher near Beaumont, Texas came in January 10
1901, and the price of crude oil at the wellhead
dropped to less than five cents per barrel!
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MEET SATCH CARLSON:
Satch will be at P.I.R. and will be our featured speaker at the
Awards Banquet Saturday evening.

Satch Carlson

Life in the
Fast Lane
In the morning newspaper not too
long ago, there appeared a cartoon
by Gary Larson, who draws a
bizarre world called "The Far Side."
This particular cartoon featured a
scene of bucolic quietude, with a
rustic table in the foreground.
Standing behind the table was an
upright cow in an American Gothic
pose. On the table was a collection
of odd Implements: A hammer with
lumpy head and crooked handle, a
saw made of wood, that sort of thing.
What drove everybody crazy about
the cartoon, according to letters to
the editor and so forth, was that the
newspaper compositors had inadvertently left oft the caption, the punchline, to the cartoon; there it was, a
picture of a cow behind this surrealistic hardware. No explanation
whatsoever.
What the caption was supposed to
have read was COW TOOLS.
This explanation was not enough
for some people, including the cartoonist's own mother. People said
things like, "Cow tools? What the
heck are cow tools? What's so
funny about this dumb-looking cow
with these dumb-looking tools?"
These people have never seen my
garage.

I figured Gary Larson for a kindred
spirit even before I read his reply to
puzzled readers, which went something like, "Well, I got to thinking
about cows, and about what kinds
of tools they'd have if cows had
tools. You know, cows aren't very
good with their hands in the first
place, having no opposable hoofs,
so I thought the very concept of cow
tools was intriguingly funny."
Cow 7wls are what you're left
with after everything else has
disappeared.
Cow tools are alive; or, at the very
least, they reproduce. In secret, late
at night.
Cow tools are what you find when
the plumbing is busted or the lights
go out or the refrigerator is going
WHOCKeta WHOCKeta or the cat
needs nailing down; every kitchen
in America has a drawer in it somewhere that holds cow tools, and
what they are good for is taking up
space in that drawer and not much
else. But you do what you can with
them, because mats aii you're going
to find.
The thing of it Is that cow tools
are thickest in the areas where
you'd expect to find them the least
My garage has been steadily draining my pocketbook for years as I
filled its drawers and pegboard
racks with the latest goodies from
Sears, the latest wrenches from
Snap-On. After some decades of
accumulating tools, I would have,
you would suppose, an excellent
collection of what we might call
Appropriate Tools, those with a
recognizable function. Half-inch
wrenches that would actually fit
around half-inch nuts and bolts.
Screwdrivers with tips in them that
fit the corresponding slots in the
heads of screws.
Ha.
What I find instead, every time I
need something, is cow tools.
Hammer heads with no handles,
hammers made of handle-less
hammer heads with lengths of old
broomsticks shoved in them to Make
Do. Open-jawed wrenches with jaws
about as parallel as polo-players'
knees.

Cow tools, you see, are somewhat
distantly related to cowbirds. They
not only thrive and flourish in
conditions that other tools could not
survive, they shove legitimate tools
out of the nest. How else to explain
my drawer of metric wrenches,..all
arranged with care and precision in
order of size some time ago, which
now won't open because it is
jammed with cow tools?
And these aren't even the right
cow tools. NQt a metric wrench in the
bunch. These are the sort of tools
that are automatically included when
you buy something mechanical and
cheap. These are the kind of
wrenches that used to be included
in the quaint little tool kits of an
English roadster, wrenches that had
no discernible function, that would
fit no fittings on any other machine
(which would, in fact, fit only one
impossible-to-find fitting on the car
they came with).
I am using cow tools in all sorts of
ways. For one thing, I use every cowtool screwdriver I find as a pry bar.
I use them to open paint cans; in
fact, I use them to stir the paint, a
sin proscribed by my uncle when I
was about six. Paint turns cow tools
into colorful lumps which eventually
lose all identity as tools, at which
point you can throw them out.
Otherwise, they stay with you
forever, it being a mortal sin to throw
out recognizable tools of any kind.
I tried It with a cow-tool Phillips
screwdriver one time. This lumpy
little grunion was a Number One,
which fits fairly small Phillips screws,
only this one had a tip that had been
broken off, so I tried to toss It away.
Nope. "Don't throw it away!" cried
my uncle. "Never know when y'might
need it! We can grind it down Into a
brad awl or something!"
That was years ago, of course, and
we still have the screwdriver, which
has not been ground down into a
brad awl. I figure it will be with us
for quite some time—
at least until the
c7
cows come home.
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